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Solar energy company PROINSO to expand
operations across Central America
For immediate release
Solar energy company PROINSO has announced it will open seven offices across Central
America.
PROINSO will open offices in Belize, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras,
Nicaragua and Panama.
The expansion into Central America will increase PROINSO's presence to 26 offices
worldwide and bolster its team by over 50 members local to the region.
Pablo Gonzalez, Regional Head for PROINSO USA, commented, "We are delighted to be
extending PROINSO’s operations into Central America. We believe our new colleagues
have the local knowledge and skills to help us flourish within this market."
Fraterno Vila, Head for PROINSO's team in the region, added, "Our team of engineers
have a proven track record for delivering over 140 MW of solar projects in Central
America. Clients will benefit from PROINSO's world-class assessment in equipment
selection and strong relationship with manufacturers."
In May 2015, PROINSO supplied 3MW of SMA Sunny Tri Power 24kW Inverters to a
rooftop project in San Pedro Sula, Honduras. To date, this is Latin America's largest PV
rooftop project.
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Formed in 2006, PROINSO is a world leader in the photovoltaic (PV) industry. PROINSO
has two divisions; Distribution & Integration and EPM (Engineering, Procurement and
Management) for projects. We offer supply and services to installers, construction
companies and clients for utility, commercial and residential projects worldwide. Having
over a decade of solar experience, 2GW of projects supplied and 26 offices across 6
continents, we continually enhance our skills, knowledge and understanding of our sector.
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PROINSO is vertically integrated from manufacturing of structures, Distribution &
Integration, EPM Division and Asset Management of utility level plants. Our Distribution &
Integration Division offers a competitive advantage to our installer partners on residential,
commercial and utility. Our EPM Division offers leading experience and expertise to our
construction partners and our clients in delivering world class utility assets.
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